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Paradoxes
Reservation-based intersection control is a revolutionary idea for using connected autono-
mous vehicle technologies to improve intersection controls. Vehicles individually request
permission to follow precise paths through the intersection at specific times from an inter-
section manager agent. Previous studies have shown that reservations can reduce delays
beyond optimized signals in many demand scenarios. The purpose of this paper is to
demonstrate that signals can outperform reservations through theoretical and realistic
examples. We present two examples that exploit the reservation protocol to prioritize
vehicles on local roads over vehicles on arterials, increasing the total vehicle delay. A third
theoretical example demonstrates that reservations can encourage selfish route choice
leading to arbitrarily large queues. Next, we present two realistic networks taken from
metropolitan planning organization data in which reservations perform worse than signals.
We conclude with significantly positive results from comparing reservations and signals on
the downtown Austin grid network using dynamic traffic assignment. Overall, these results
indicate that network-based analyses are needed to detect adverse route choices before
traffic signals can be replaced with reservation controls. In asymmetric intersections (e.g.
local road-arterial intersections), reservation controls can cause several potential issues.
However, in networks with more symmetric intersections such as a downtown grid, reser-
vations have great potential to improve traffic.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Connected autonomous vehicles (CAVs), which are currently in testing on public roads, offer several new technologies
that could revolutionize traffic operations. Cooperative adaptive cruise control (Van Arem et al., 2006), using short range
communications between CAVs, can reduce following headways to increase capacity (Kesting et al., 2010; Shladover
et al., 2012) and stability (Schakel et al., 2010). On the other hand, empty repositioning trips could greatly increase vehicular
traffic demand, resulting in a net increase in congestion despite these capacity increases (Levin and Boyles, 2016). However,
further optimizations have been proposed. Dynamic lane reversal (Hausknecht et al., 2011) could optimize lane configura-
tions for dynamic traffic demand to maximize road usage. Reservation-based intersection control (Dresner and Stone, 2004,
2006), which is the focus of this paper, is a radical intersection control mechanism that takes advantage of the reduced safety
margins necessary for CAVs to increase use of the intersection capacity. Comparisons of reservations against signals on a
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single intersection using the first-come-first-serve (FCFS) policy have indicated that for some situations reservations may
reduce delays for all vehicles beyond optimized signals (Fajardo et al., 2011; Li et al., 2013).

While these results are promising, they represent only a subset of potential scenarios. Braess (1968) and Daganzo (1998)
paradoxes demonstrate that capacity improvements may increase travel times for all vehicles. Furthermore, policy goals
such as the fairness of FCFS may be less efficient for the overall system. Thus far, no literature has presented negative com-
parisons of reservations with traffic signals. The primary purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that such situations exist to
motivate the necessity for greater study before replacing signals with reservations. We present several paradoxical situations
in which traffic signals outperform FCFS reservations. From a policy standpoint, it is important to recognize situations in
which replacing signals with reservation-based controls may increase delays or congestion.

Although many previous studies have used FCFS for prioritizing vehicles, the reservation protocol is general enough to
admit a large range of policies such as intersection auctions (Schepperle and Böhm, 2007). However, this range makes it
impossible to generalize our studies to arbitrary policies. Indeed, as Dresner and Stone (2007) note, traffic signals may be
viewed as a specific case of the general reservation protocol. Accordingly, there is always a reservation policy that performs
identically to current signal technology. Therefore, the examples in this paper are based on the FCFS policy. It is the focus of
most of the literature on reservation-based control (Dresner and Stone, 2004; Fajardo et al., 2011; Li et al., 2013), etc. Also,
because of its inherent fairness, FCFS is a good candidate for a widely accepted control policy. We also discuss how the the-
oretical issues with FCFS reservations may extend to more general classes of reservation policies.

The contributions of this paper are to present and characterize several scenarios in which the use of FCFS-based reserva-
tions results in greater delays than signals. We present three theoretical examples, including a temporarily saturated
arterial-local road intersection to a demonstration that replacing signals with reservations can result in infinite queuing.
Finally, we solve dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) on a city network, and find that reservations significantly reduce travel
time. Overall, these results demonstrate that while reservations perform better than traffic signals in certain situations,
network-based analyses are necessary to detect adverse route choices before reservations can be used to replace signals
entirely. In particular, asymmetric intersections (e.g. local road-arterial intersections) can cause several potential issues with
reservation controls. However, based on the city network results, reservations have great potential for improving traffic.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes previous work on reservation-based controls. Sec-
tion 3 presents three theoretical examples in which signals outperform FCFS, and Section 4 contains results on realistic net-
works. We conclude in Section 5.
2. Reservation-based protocol

This section describes the tile-based reservation protocol introduced by Dresner and Stone (2004) and Dresner and Stone
(2006) and the conflict region simplification proposed by Levin and Boyles (2016). The latter is tractable for large DTA net-
works and is also a more intuitive method of describing the behavior reservation protocol. Therefore, it is used in the the-
oretical examples and the DTA simulations. Finally, we discuss properties of the FCFS policy that is the focus of most
literature on reservation-based control methods.

2.1. Tile-based reservations

The tile-based reservation protocol proposed by Dresner and Stone (2004, 2006) operates through an intersection man-
ager agent communicating wirelessly with individual vehicles. The intersection manager divides the intersection into a grid
Fig. 1. Tile-based reservation protocol (Fajardo et al., 2011).
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of space–time tiles, illustrated in Fig. 1. Vehicles request a reservation from the intersection manager, which simulates the
vehicle’s desired path through the grid. If no conflicts occur, the reservation may be accepted. Otherwise, the reservation
of one or more of the conflicting vehicles must be rejected. Vehicles must know their arrival time at the intersection to
request to enter the intersection at a specific time.

A major question for reservation controls is which vehicle’s reservation should be accepted when requests conflict.
Dresner and Stone (2004) suggested prioritizing on a first-come-first-serve (FCFS) basis for fairness. However, the question
of vehicle priority admits a wide range of potential policies. Dresner and Stone (2006) suggested giving higher priority to
emergency vehicles, and the use of intersection auctions to determine priority has been found to improve over FCFS by
Schepperle and Böhm (2007), Vasirani and Ossowski (2010, 2012), and Carlino et al. (2013). Nevertheless, later studies com-
paring reservations with signals (Fajardo et al., 2011; Li et al., 2013) focused on FCFS and found that FCFS could reduce delays
beyond optimized signals. However, as we will show in Section 3, in some situations signals will perform better than FCFS-
based reservations.

Although the original reservation protocol was designed exclusively for CAVs, modified protocols may admit human dri-
vers as well at the cost of some efficiency. Dresner and Stone (2006, 2007) suggested providing human drivers an occasional
signal cycle, and Conde Bento et al. (2013) and Qian et al. (2014) studied methods to integrate human drivers into the reser-
vation system itself without requiring direct communications with the intersection manager. These studies suggest that
reservation-based protocols may be practical before all vehicles on public roads are CAVs. Nevertheless, for this paper we
will focus on the scenario in which all vehicles are CAVs to avoid complicating the intersection control with human drivers.
2.2. Conflict region simplification

Because of the computational requirements of the tile-based reservation protocol, studies of reservations have been lim-
ited to small number of intersections (Hausknecht et al., 2011) or have made simplifications that greatly reduced its effi-
ciency (Carlino et al., 2012). However, as we will demonstrate in Section 3.3, modeling reservation controls when solving
DTA is necessary for determining whether it improves traffic. The conflict region simplification of the tile-based reservation
protocol (Levin and Boyles, 2016) provides a computationally tractable method for simulating reservation-based intersec-
tions in DTA on a city network scale. Although the conflict region model loses some of the tile arrival time complexities,
it is sufficient for the simple turning movements considered in the theoretical examples in this paper. It also provides a more
intuitive method of analyzing the long-term behavior of the reservation protocol.

An example of such conflict regions is given in Fig. 2 (the dashed lines are lane markings). Every turning movement passes
through a different set of conflict regions, with each conflict region limited by capacity. Conflicting turning movements are
restricted by the capacity of the conflict region(s) in which they intersect. Each vehicle on turning movement ði; jÞ passes
through some set of conflict regions Cij. To reserve the turning movement requires capacity of Qc

Qi
for all c 2 Cij, where Qi

is the capacity of link i and Qc ¼ max
ði;jÞjc2Cij

Q i. This capacity scaling models how, for example, a single vehicle on a local road

crossing a major arterial could block multiple vehicles from moving along the arterial.
This model is more intuitive for understanding intersection capacity than either the tile-based or conflict-point reserva-

tion models, although the latter two are useful for practical implementation. It also results in a polynomial-time intersection
flow algorithm tractable for solving DTA on city networks (Levin and Boyles, 2016). Therefore, we use the conflict region
model for our theoretical examples and DTA results.
2

1

3

Fig. 2. Conflict region representation of four-way intersection.



Fig. 3. Network for Section 3.1.
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2.3. First-come-first-serve policy

FCFS is a fairness-based method for accepting reservations that has been used in most previous studies. When a vehicle
requests a reservation, the intersection manager accepts it if it does not conflict with previously accepted reservations.
Otherwise, it is rejected, and the intersection manager advises a later possible time (Fajardo et al., 2011). Equivalently,
the vehicle is delayed until it can safely make its desired turning movement.

Although simple, the definition of FCFS results in some important properties that are exploited in the paradoxes of
reservation-based control:

1. Vehicles are prioritized by when they first requested a reservation, independent of external costs imposed on other vehi-
cles. Vehicles with lower priority that have fewer conflict separation limitations could move before vehicles with higher
priority that are blocked due to conflicts. However, traffic signals often give higher priority to vehicles with fewer conflict
separation limitations, such as vehicles making right turns or on major arterials. This is exploited in Section 3.1.

2. Reservation request time may not be the same as time spent queued or other intuitive measures. Vehicles cannot request
a reservation unless they can execute it. Therefore, vehicles in a queue, or at the back of a platoon, may not request a
reservation until they are able to enter the intersection. A road with more lanes may correspondingly obtain a greater
share of the intersection capacity because the vehicle at the front of each lane can request a reservation. Also, vehicles
on a long low-traffic road may be able to request a reservation long before reaching the intersection, because in free-
flow conditions their arrival time at the intersection is known. This is exploited in Section 3.2.

3. If one vehicle’s request is accepted, other requests that do not conflict may also be accepted. This may result in vehicles
moving in an order that is different from the order of their reservation requests.
For instance, in the four-approach intersection in Fig. 2, suppose there are 3 vehicles, each at the front of their lane: vehi-
cle 1 requests to move north–south through the intersection, vehicle 2 requests to move east–west, and vehicle 3
requests to move south-north (in that order). Vehicle 1’s reservation is accepted due to priority. Vehicle 2’s reservation
is rejected due to conflict with vehicle 1. Vehicle 3’s reservation is then accepted because it does not conflict with vehicle
1. Vehicles 1 and 3 move at the same time, and vehicle 2 moves after.

3. Theoretical examples

This section presents three examples in which FCFS reservations are less efficient than signals. First, we show that the
fairness of FCFS can increase total vehicle delay for asymmetric intersections. Next, we discuss how reservations can disrupt
platoon progression that is possible through optimally timing signals on a corridor. Finally, we demonstrate that replacing a
signal with a reservation control can lead to arbitrarily large increases in queue size due to selfish route choice.
3.1. Greater total delay due to fairness

We first present a simple example of a temporarily oversaturated arterial-local road intersection. Clearly, some vehicles
must be delayed due to crossing conflicts. We show that the fairness goal of FCFS results in greater total delay. Consider the
intersection A shown in Fig. 3. As described in Table 1, links 1 and 2 form a three-lane arterial with total capacity of 3600 vph.
Links 3 and 4 form a one-lane local road with capacity 1200 vph. Using a time step of 6 s, which is typical for the cell trans-
mission model (Daganzo, 1994, 1995) used in simulation-based DTA, each time step six vehicles can move from link 1 to link
2, or two vehicles from link 3 to link 4, or any convex combination. Because the local road has lower capacity, moving one
vehicle from link 3 to link 4 reserves a capacity equivalent to moving three vehicles from link 1 to link 2.
Table 1
Link parameters for Section 3.1.

Link travel time (s) Free flow Capacity (vph) Demand per timestep (first 2 time steps)

1, 2 18 3600 6 vehicles
3, 4 18 1200 2 vehicles
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The fairness property of FCFS can be exploited to cause greater delays. Suppose that for the first two time steps, demand
for moving from link 1 to link 2 is six vehicles per time step, and demand for moving from link 3 to link 4 is two vehicles per
time step. There is no demand after two time steps. Intersection A has greater demand than capacity in the first two time
steps. Since the demand is finite, all demand will be served after four time steps, but some demand will be delayed. Which
vehicles are delayed depends on the intersection control, and we show that the fairness of FCFS reservations is less efficient
for the system.

For a traffic signal, the majority of green time may reasonably be given to the major approach – arterial links 1 and 2.
Therefore, the typical pattern of vehicle movement with signals is as follows: during the first two time steps, six vehicles
per time step move from link 1 to link 2. Those vehicles do not experience any delay. During the next two time steps,
two vehicles per time step move from link 3 to link 4. Those vehicles are each delayed by two time steps, or 12 s. This results
in a total vehicle delay of 48 s.

For FCFS reservations, vehicles are prioritized according to their waiting time. Therefore, the pattern of vehicle movement
is to move three vehicles from link 1 to link 2 and one vehicle from link 3 to link 4 each time step. This is due to the fairness
attribute of FCFS: the queues on links 1 and 3 alternate between having the longest waiting vehicle. The greater delay results
from the fact that when one vehicle moves from link 1 to link 2, two other vehicles can move with it due to the greater capac-
ity of the arterial. The vehicles moving in time steps 2 and 3 are each delayed by one time step, and the vehicles moving in
time step 4 are delayed by two time steps. This results in a total vehicle delay of 96 s. Note that this delay does not include
the additional time required for vehicles to start moving from a full stop. For signals, vehicles on the arterial need not stop at
all, but for FCFS, most of the vehicles experience some delay and might slow down accordingly.

These results occur despite asymmetric lane configuration. As mentioned in the second property of FCFS (Section 2.3),
vehicles at the front of their lane know with certainty their arrival time at the intersection, and can therefore make a reser-
vation sooner than vehicles behind. Although the arterial has more lanes than the local road, vehicles on the local road are
still able to block vehicles on the arterial.

Previous work by Fajardo et al. (2011) and Li et al. (2013), which found that FCFS reduced delays beyond optimized sig-
nals, only studied symmetric intersections in which each approach had the same capacities and number of lanes. This exam-
ple demonstrates that for asymmetric intersections, FCFS increases total delay for some demand scenarios. The greater delay
results from how signals are likely to delay vehicles on the local road longer to service vehicles on the arterial. On the other
hand, FCFS seeks fairness in waiting time, which results in less delay for some vehicles on the local road but greater total
delay. The fact that only a single simple intersection, with a small and common demand scenario, is sufficient to increase
total delay suggests that this type of situation may be common when replacing signals with FCFS reservations. Of course,
policies besides FCFS may address this issue, and we discuss these further in Section 4.
3.2. Disruption of platoon progression

This scenario extends the previous example to a two intersection network in which FCFS disrupts signal progression on an
arterial, resulting in greater total delay. Consider the network shown in Fig. 4 with link parameters in Table 2. The network
consists of an arterial (links 1, 2, and 3) intersected by two local roads (links 4 and 5 and links 6 and 7). Demand is as follows:
at time 0, six vehicles start traveling the path [1,2,3]. At time 6, two vehicles start traveling the path [6,7]. Assume that no
other demand is present. Therefore, all vehicles will experience free flow until reaching intersection B, at which point some
vehicles must be delayed due to the crossing conflict.

When signals are used at A and B, the signals may be timed to allow progression along the arterial. Thus the six vehicles
on path [1,2,3] experience free flow whereas the vehicles on path [6,7] are delayed by 6 s, for a total vehicle delay of 12 s.

For reservation controls, vehicles may request a reservation at the next intersection as soon as they can know their arrival
time there. It is reasonable to assume that vehicles will not request a reservation at an intersection until they enter an incom-
ing link to that intersection, i.e. vehicles on link 1 traveling on path [1,2,3] will not request a reservation at B. There are sev-
eral reasons why vehicles might do this. First, unforeseen circumstances at intersection A, such as jaywalking pedestrians,
might delay vehicle movement across A. Second, vehicles using adaptive routing to respond to congestion may not want
to commit themselves to a turning movement at B before getting closer to ascertain traffic conditions on outgoing links
of B. Even without this assumption, it is trivial to add additional demand on link 2 that prevents the vehicles on path
[1,2,3] from requesting a reservation at B until entering link 2. Under this condition, we find that reservations increase
the total delay.

When reservations are used, the vehicles on path [6,7] can request a reservation at B at time 6, when they enter link 6,
because the link is at free flow. However, the vehicles on path [1,2,3] cannot request a reservation until time 12, when they
enter link 2. With a time step of delay between reservations, any reservation policy that does not account for future reser-
vation requests – such as FCFS – will grant the requests of vehicles on path [6,7] because no conflicts are present at the time
those requests are made. Therefore, none of the six vehicles on path [1,2,3] can cross B at time 24. This delays those vehicles
by 1 time step, resulting in a total vehicle delay of 36 s.

Delaying acceptance of the reservation request until vehicles have moved closer to the intersection may not completely
solve the issue. In practice, more complex reservation policies such as auctions must wait to collect all requests before mak-
ing a decision. However, the difference of 6 s in submitting reservation requests in this example could easily be made greater



Fig. 4. Network for Section 3.2.

Table 2
Link parameters for Section 3.2.

Link Free flow travel time (s) Capacity (vph)

1, 2, 3 12 3600
4, 5, 6, 7 18 1200
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by extending the length of the local road. Furthermore, vehicles may have to make late reservation requests due to traffic in
front, which reduces the margins the intersection manager has for delaying acceptance.

If the reservation policy were to anticipate future reservation requests, it could avoid this situation. Traffic signals can
‘‘anticipate” these future requests by timing cycles to allow for progression. Therefore any reservation policy that operates
only on existing reservations, such as FCFS or auctions, will grant vehicles on path [6,7] the reservation before vehicles on
path [1,2,3] have even submitted their request. Another way to handle this type of situation is to retroactively deny a reser-
vation. This adds complexity to the protocol: the vehicle with a previous reservation must confirm that it will not execute it.
This could be useful to warn vehicles of impending hazards such as pedestrians or collisions. However, selfish vehicle pro-
gramming might choose to ignore the retroactive denial message if used to shift reservation priorities to game the system.
Retroactive denial would also introduce potential safety issues.
3.3. Arbitrarily large queues due to route choice

In the previous two examples, FCFS caused greater delays due to being less optimized for the network structure than traf-
fic signals. This example combines that lack of optimization with selfish route choice to cause potentially infinite queuing.
We make the typical assumption of DTA that vehicles choose routes to minimize their own travel time. This results in a
dynamic user equilibrium: a route assignment in which no vehicle can improve travel time by changing routes. This
Wardrop (1952) equilibrium has been shown to cause paradoxes in which network improvements increase travel time
for all vehicles (Braess, 1968; Daganzo, 1998). This scenario is perhaps the most difficult to avoid because to do so requires
some additional delay or toll on the local road, even when there is no conflicting demand from the arterial.

We present a network based on Daganzo’s paradox (Daganzo, 1998) in which replacing a signal with a FCFS reservation-
based control results in potentially infinite queuing. Consider the four link network shown in Fig. 5 with link parameters
shown in Table 3. Vehicles can take arterial link 2 or local road 3 to travel between B and C. Assume that turning movements
from links 2 and 3 to 4 conflict at C, i.e. 2400 vph may travel from 3 to 4, or 1200 vph from 2 to 4, or any convex combination.
Also assume that the diverge at B has sufficient capacity to support any turning proportion split. Suppose that demand from
A to D is 1800 vph. Since link 2 is an arterial, suppose intersection C is controlled by a signal with considerable delays for
vehicle traveling from 3 to 4: the cycle is 60 s for movement from 2 to 4 then 10 s for movement from 3 to 4. Because of
the average delay of nearly 30 s from the signal for vehicles traveling from 3 to 4, path [1,3,4] has an average travel time
of around 170s. In contrast, path [1,2,4] has an average travel time of around 140 s. Therefore, when all demand takes path
[1,2,4], it is an equilibrium, and the network is nearly at free flow.

Now suppose that the signal at C is replaced with a reservation control using the FCFS policy. Because of the fairness attri-
bute of FCFS, the expected delay for vehicles moving from 3 to 4 is small: they can expect to alternate with vehicles moving
from 2 to 4. Because of this, all demand on path [1,2,4] is not an equilibrium, because path [1,3,4] has a travel time that is
only slightly higher than 120 s – lower than the free flow time of path [1,2,4]. On the other hand, all demand on path [1,3,4]
is an equilibrium. Vehicles reaching B are presented with the choice of taking link 2, with its free flow time of 80, or link 3,
with its free flow time of 60, and link 3 is always better. However, the 1200 vph capacity of link 3 creates a queue on link 1.
This queue can grow infinitely: if the demand of 1800 vph continues for an infinite time, all demand on path [1,3,4] will still
be the equilibrium, which will result in the queue growing at the rate of 600 vph.

This scenario is similar to Daganzo’s paradox (Daganzo, 1998) in that queuing before the diverge results in vehicles choos-
ing the least efficient route for the system. In this example, once vehicles reach the diverge, they find free flow, or nearly free
flow, conditions on both alternative paths. Since link 3 has a much lower free flow time than link 2, all vehicles choose the



Fig. 5. Network for Section 3.3.

Table 3
Link parameters for Section 3.3.

Link Free flow travel time (s) Capacity (vph)

1 30 2400
2 80 2400
3 60 1200
4 30 2400
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shorter link. When signals were in place this choice was discouraged through an artificial delay placed on vehicles on link 3.
With FCFS reservations, the delay is removed in the interests of fairness.

From this example, we make the following conclusions: first, replacing a signal with reservations can, in the worst case,
result in arbitrarily long queues. Avoiding this type of scenario is difficult because the queuing results from the choice of
control at C. In both scenarios, links 2, 3, and 4 are nearly at free flow. From the local perspective of intersection C, both sig-
nals and reservations at C are managing demand sufficiently. Identifying the congestion resulting from reservations at C
requires a network perspective.

To stabilize this scenario, the control at C must impose some delay on movement from 3 to 4. If vehicles are given pref-
erence by time spent waiting (such as with FCFS) or even by some more system-related objectives such as maximum flow,
the unstable situation results. Furthermore, it is necessary to delay vehicles moving from 3 to 4 even when no vehicles are
waiting on link 2. This is contrary to the goal of most reservation policies to maximize utilization of intersection capacity.
This delay could be in the form of waiting time or in a toll placed on movements from 3 to 4. Previous work on intersection
auctions (Schepperle and Böhm, 2007) provides the technology necessary for tolling specific turning movements or micro-
tolling every link.
4. Realistic networks

Having demonstrated the potential for signals to perform better than FCFS reservations through theoretical examples, we
now investigate such situations in realistic networks. For these studies, we use the cell transmission model (Daganzo, 1994,
1995) for dynamic flow propagation with the conflict region algorithm (Levin and Boyles, 2016), which is consistent with the
constraints on general intersection models of Tampère et al. (2011) for reservation-based control. Signals are modeled by
calculating saturation flows for each turning movement proportional to green times. We study three subnetworks of the
Austin regional network based on data from the Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization. To determine route choice,
we used DTA to solve for dynamic user equilibrium.

First, we present an arterial subnetwork and a highway subnetwork in which signals or merges/diverges outperform
reservations. For all networks, we considered several different levels of demand. (Link capacities and time horizon remained
the same, so volume ratios decreased proportionally with demand.) Then, we compare FCFS reservations to signals on the
downtown Austin subnetwork, which includes both signals and merges/diverges. The positive results for this large network
demonstrates the potential benefits of reservations.

4.1. Arterial subnetwork

Lamar & 38th Street is the intersection between two arterials in Austin, shown in Fig. 6. It contains 5 signalized intersec-
tions and 21 links. The intersections on Lamar (running southwest–northeast) do not have progression, but the two inter-
sections on 38th Street are timed for it.

Table 4 shows total system travel time (TSTT) and travel time (TT) per vehicle at different demand scenarios. Traffic sig-
nals consistently outperformed reservations at all demand levels. Reservations appeared to scale somewhat worse with
demand as well. The worst performing links for reservations at 100% demand were along the Lamar arterial. The southwest-
ern region in particular had high travel times with reservations. It is likely that FCFS reservations allowed vehicles entering
from local roads to delay vehicles traveling along the arterial, as discussed in Section 3.1. The intersections there are close
together, and reduced intersection capacities granted to the arterial by FCFS may have also resulted in queue spillback issues.

In addition, the progression on 38th Street was likely disrupted by the use of reservation-based controls. In particular, in
the DTA model vehicles do not request a reservation from an intersection until after entering an incoming link. The gap
between the intersections of Lamar & 38th Street, and Medical Parkway and 38th Street, is smaller than the length of the



Fig. 6. Lamar & 38th St.

Table 4
Results on Lamar & 38th St.

Demand Scenario TSTT (h) TT per vehicle (min)

13,841 Traffic signals 4060.8 17.60
(85%) FCFS reservations 4560.4 19.77

14,655 Traffic signals 4937.0 20.21
(90%) FCFS reservations 5778.5 23.66

15,469 Traffic signals 6160.6 23.90
(95%) FCFS reservations 7189.4 27.89

16,284 Traffic signals 7159.5 26.38
(100%) FCFS reservations 8809.1 32.46
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Medical Parkway link. This admits scenarios such as the one in Section 3.2 in which vehicles on Medical Parkway could place
a reservation before vehicles on 38th Street.

At low demands, FCFS reservations performed better than traffic signals on this network because the intersections were
uncongested, and traffic signals added some delay. However, at all demand levels shown in Table 4, signals performed better
than reservations due to optimized timing.
4.2. Freeway subnetwork

Most literature has considered replacing traffic signals with reservation-based controls. However, the reservation proto-
col is general enough to be applied to any intersection. Previous studies such as Hall and Tsao (1997) have considered using
autonomous vehicle technologies to improve highway on- and off-ramps. In addition, ramp metering to reduce freeway con-
gestion has been well-studied in the literature (Papageorgiou and Kotsialos, 2000), and reservations with AVs would allow
complete enforcement of ramp metering. Therefore, it is likely that researchers will consider using reservations to control
freeway access. In this subsection we present an example on replacing conventional unsignalized merge/diverge behavior
with FCFS reservation controls.



Fig. 7. I-35 corridor.

Table 5
Results on I-35 corridor.

Demand Scenario TSTT (h) TT per vehicle (min)

64,025 Merges/diverges 4089.7 3.83
(50%) FCFS reservations 6023.4 5.64

76,830 Merges/diverges 5307.5 4.14
(60%) FCFS reservations 11912.9 9.30

89,635 Merges/diverges 8049.8 5.39
(70%) FCFS reservations 23248.8 15.56
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In DTA, we model merging via constraints on the receiving flow. With normal merging behavior, the receiving flow is dis-
tributed among the upstream links by capacity, with leftover receiving flow given to saturated approaches. With FCFS reser-
vations, receiving flow is distributed according to the vehicle order of request.

The I-35 corridor, shown in Fig. 7, is a freeway subnetwork with 220 links. (Many of the on- and off-ramps are difficult to
see due to the length of the corridor.) All intersections are merges or diverges; none are traffic signals. Table 5 shows travel
times at different levels of demand. Merges/diverges consistently outperformed reservations at all demand scenarios. At low
demand, the differences were small, but as demand increased, FCFS scaled much worse than merges/diverges. An analysis of
link travel times found that most of the delays occurred from vehicles entering the freeway. It is not clear why FCFS reser-
vations made it more difficult for vehicles to enter the freeway. Possibly the greater number of lanes on the freeway allowed
freeway vehicles to submit requests at a greater rate (vehicles could not submit requests unless they were not blocked from
entering the intersection by vehicles in front). This could be indicative of an asymmetry issue where the three lane freeway
intersects with one lane on- and off-ramps. Based on the long queues for vehicles entering the freeway, it appears that FCFS
reservations in this case skew too much towards freeway traffic and do not provide enough capacity to the on-ramps.

4.3. Downtown Austin

Downtown Austin, shown in Fig. 8, contains the downtown grid, several major arterials, and part of I-35 on the east side.
Overall, it has 171 zones, 546 intersections, 1247 links and 62,836 trips. Network and demand data was from the Capital Area
Metropolitan Organization for the AM peak.



Fig. 8. Downtown Austin.

Table 6
Results on downtown Austin.

Demand Scenario TSTT (h) TT per vehicle (min)

43,985 Signals 7367.01 10.05
(70%) FCFS reservations 3066.5 4.18

53,410 Signals 11113.52 12.48
(85%) FCFS reservations 4878.92 5.48

62,836 Signals 16194.33 15.46
(100%) FCFS reservations 7867.04 7.51
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This is an useful test network because flow in the downtown grid is primarily restricted by intersections. Unlike the pre-
vious two subnetworks, downtown Austin contains different route options for vehicles. This admits congestion caused by
selfish route choice and scenarios like that of Section 3.3. We considered two scenarios: first, using traditional intersections
(traffic signals and merges/diverges), and second, replacing all intersection controls with FCFS reservations. To compare tra-
ditional intersections and reservations, we first solved DTA using the method of successive averages. Both scenarios were
solved to a 2% gap, with gap defined as
gap ¼ TSTT� shortest path time
TSTT
Table 6 shows the results from solving DTA on downtown Austin. We tested three demand scenarios – 70%, 85%, and 100%
of predicted demand. Despite the increased travel time observed around the Lamar & 38th St. intersection in the subnetwork,
FCFS reservations decreased overall travel time by over 50% on all scenarios.

Flow through the downtown grid is primarily limited by intersection conflicts. The travel time reductions due to FCFS
were similar for each demand scenario, but exhibited a distinct decreasing trend. At 70% demand, FCFS reservations reduced
travel time by 58.4%. At 85% demand, the decrease was 56.1%, and at 100% demand, the decrease was 51.4%. At lower
demands, intersections are less saturated, and more of the intersection delay is due to vehicles waiting for a green phase
at a undersaturated intersection. FCFS can perform better than signals in these undersaturated scenarios by allowing vehicles
on conflicting turning movements (Fajardo et al., 2011). However, as the demand increases, intersection saturation also
increases, and FCFS reservations has less room to improve over signals. As intersection saturation increases, FCFS reserva-
tions are also more likely to break progression (as in the example in Section 3.2) and/or cause queue spillback.

The examples in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 rely on temporary over-saturation on asymmetric intersections to induce greater
delays. When undersaturated, FCFS reservations can allow all vehicles to move whereas signals could still delay vehicles
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as they wait for a green phase. Also, the downtown grid has few asymmetric intersections. Furthermore, with many parallel
links, user equilibrium route choice could encourage vehicles to avoid high delay intersections. FCFS reservations can break
progression and/or cause queue spillback, as seen in Sections 3.2 and 4.1. However, when considering user equilibrium
behavior in the downtown grid, vehicles will avoid congested routes due to their higher travel times, and seek less saturated
intersections. Unless a paradox like that of Section 3.3 occurs, reservations are likely to outperform signals when the inter-
section is undersaturated, and route choice in grid networks distributes demand away from high delay intersections.

Overall, these city network results suggest that despite the potential issues described in Section 3, reservations can sig-
nificantly reduce congestion due to intersections. Previous studies have compared signals with reservations on single inter-
sections, or small groups of intersections, but not on a city network with user equilibrium behavior. Table 6 shows that even
FCFS reservations have great potential to reduce city congestion, and optimized reservations are likely to further improve
travel times.
5. Conclusions

To complement previous studies showing that reservations improve over traffic signals, this paper presented a variety of
scenarios in which traffic signals and merges/diverges outperformed reservations. We studied three theoretical situations
using the different attributes of FCFS reservations to increase delays:

1. The fairness of FCFS was found to increase total vehicle delay in an arterial-local road intersection. FCFS alternated pri-
ority between the arterial and the local road, resulting in greater delay to vehicles on the arterial. A signal timed to give
more green time to the arterial would not have this issue. This could be avoided by a priority policy that is more system-
efficient than FCFS.

2. We created a scenario in which reservations disrupted platoon progression that would occur with timed signals. Because
vehicles on the local road requested a reservation before vehicles on the arterial submitted their requests, vehicles on the
local road would have their reservation accepted. This might be avoided if the intersection manager attempted to antic-
ipate future reservations or was able to deny a previously accepted reservation.

3. We presented a network similar to the Daganzo paradox (Daganzo, 1998) in which FCFS reservations decreased the
expected delay for a local road. When signals were used, signal delay on the local road resulted in all demand using
the arterial path – a free flow assignment. When the signals were replaced with a reservations, all demand preferred
to take the lower capacity, but shorter, local road, leading to arbitrarily large queues. Avoiding this requires an artificial
delay or toll on vehicles taking the local road, even if no conflicting demand exists.

Next, we presented two realistic networks from Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization data in which traffic
signals or merges/diverges outperformed reservations. One was the intersection between two arterials, and the second
was a highway corridor. These theoretical and realistic examples demonstrate that replacing traffic signals with reservations
requires network-based analyses to detect adverse route choices. Nevertheless, a comparison of FCFS reservations with traf-
fic signals on the downtown Austin city network resulted in 50% less travel times. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 relied on asymmetric
intersections (e.g. local road-arterial intersections) to increase delays. The downtown grid of Austin had a small proportion of
asymmetric intersections and alternate routes to avoid them. Therefore, although reservations may increase congestion or
vehicle delay in some situations, they have great potential to improve traffic. However, network-based analyses are neces-
sary to detect adverse route choices before replacing traffic signals with reservation controls.

These results motivate the need for future study on reservations and reservation policies. Any traffic signal control is a
feasible policy for reservations (Dresner and Stone, 2007). Therefore reservations can perform at least as well as traffic sig-
nals in all situations, and the greater control flexibility afforded by reservations should be able to improve over signals for
many scenarios. Indeed, Fajardo et al. (2011) and Li et al. (2013) showed that even FCFS could improve over signals under the
right conditions. These results should encourage work into system optimal reservation control policies.

A more analytical model of reservations under different control policies could be helpful for deriving conditions under
which reservations are beneficial. The examples in Section 3.1 could be addressed by a new reservation policy that places
greater emphasis on system efficiency. In light of Section 3.2, policies that include future predictions of demand to maximize
expected system efficiency should be studied. For instance, policies could anticipate future demand to form platoons of vehi-
cles. Finally, methods of identifying and solving induced route choice issues such as that of Section 3.3 could expedite wide-
spread adoption of reservation-based controls.
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